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The following tutorial will take you step-by-step through cutting your felt, wrapping your wires and 

making your flowers. However, I highly recommend watching my video for these steps too if you can! 

CLICK HERE to go to the Makealong video playlist, where you can watch my video for part six and also 

catch up on the series so far. 

Hello! I’m Hannah: founder, maker and chief coffee 

drinker at The Handmade Florist. The Handmade 

Florist is the home of beautiful handcrafted felt 

creations… made by you! My do-it-yourself craft kits 

and tutorials are the perfect way to learn this amazing 

craft and make your own long-lasting floral displays.  

My Makealong is a year(ish) long project running 

throughout 2021. In part six, we’ll be adding more 

flowers to our bouquet with a perfectly dainty Lily… 

so, are you ready? Let’s begin! 

www.thehandmadeflorist.com 

@thehandmadeflorist 

#HandmadeFloristMAL 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
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TOOLS: 

Scissors - I always recommend having a good, sharp pair of scissors just for your felt and a separate 

pair that you use to cut out your paper templates 

Glue gun and sticks to use with it 

Access to printer for printing templates 

A bottle or vase to keep your flowers in  

 

MATERIALS: 

Felt sheets: for part six, you’ll need Old Gold, 

Butternut Squash, Ocean Kelp, Grandma’s Garnet 

and Outdoor Retreat 

Florist wires: 19 gauge (I’m making two flowers in 

part six, using two florist wires in total) 

Florist tape - I will be using green but you could 

also choose brown if you prefer 

Paper for printing templates  

 

The Handmade Florist 

Supplies Shop!  

You can find felt packs, felt balls, 

florist wires and tape for the 

Makealong in my online shop.  

Visit 

www.thehandmadeflorist.com 

and click on ‘Flower Making Supplies’ 

or 

 >> CLICK HERE << 

to go there now! 

CAUTION: Glue guns are HOT! 

Don’t touch the end of your glue gun 

or the molten glue. 

http://www.thehandmadeflorist.com
https://thehandmadeflorist.com/collections/supply-store
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Here’s a quick reminder of the colours in our Makealong palette... 

Grandma’s Garnet: a deep reddish/pink. Used with Ruby Red Slippers as one of my primary colours. 

Ruby Red Slippers: a deep, raspberry pink with a heathered tone. Used with Grandma’s Garnet as 
one of my primary colours. 

Butternut Squash: a heathered orange, which I’ll be using as a secondary colour to contrast with the 
main pinks. 

Ocean Kelp: a vibrant blue-green; another secondary colour to give contrast to the main pinks. 

Old Gold: deep mustard. Used as an accent colour to help the colours in the bouquet ‘pop’. 

Serene Green: a minty, bluey-green. Another accent colour. 

Outdoor Retreat: a vibrant lime green. This will be used for some of the standalone leaf stems. 

Babbling Brook: a deep, heathered green with a turquoise tone. This will be used for the leaves that 
will be attached to some of the bouquet flowers. 
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STEP 1: PRINT AND CUT THE TEMPLATES 

Templates are included at the end of this document and are full size when printed on A4 paper. I 

recommend using Adobe Reader to view and print the pattern: ensure that your page setup in the print 

options is set to A4 and that you select to print at actual size to avoid any scaling or shrinking. Cut out 

the templates on the outside of the black line. TIP: use a different pair of scissors for cutting your paper 

templates, to prevent your felt scissors becoming blunt. 

 

STEP 2: CUT YOUR FELT SHAPES 

I recommend cutting out and having all your felt pieces ready before you begin 

assembling your flowers, so you don’t leave your glue gun on for longer 

than needed. ALWAYS make sure you’re using sharp scissors to give 

your felt a clean and neat finish. 

If you’ve made the other parts of the Makealong so far, you will already 

have used the felt sheets we’ll be using this time. You will need to cut 12 

Lily petals from each of your sheets of Old Gold and Butternut Squash. If 

you’re using A4 sheets of felt, you should be able to cut all 12 petals from 

one strip cut along the width of the felt, but don’t worry if you need to cut 

more than one strip - we won’t need much more of these colours for the rest of the Makealong. 

You will also need to cut six leaves from your sheet of Outdoor Retreat. You’ll notice that the leaf and 

petal shapes are the same, but I’ve included them as separate templates to avoid confusion. 

Cut two inner strips from your sheet of Ocean Kelp. These are small and narrow strips, so you may 

find it easier to cut rough rectangles from your sheet of felt first, before neatening them up using your 

template shape. 

Finally, cut two stamen pieces from your sheet of Grandma’s Garnet or, if you’ve got leftover scraps 

from previous projects, you may find you have some pieces large enough to cut these shapes. 

 

STEP 3: WRAP YOUR FLORIST WIRES 

WITH TAPE 

Wrap each florist wire (you’ll need two for part six) with florist 

tape: pinch the end of the tape and wire together between your 

thumb and forefinger; squeeze and roll the wire between the 

tape, allowing an overhang at the end. Continue rolling the 

stem, keeping the tape fairly tight and at a 45° angle. Allow an 

overhang at the other end. Trim the overhangs at each end. A 

demonstration of this technique is included in my Makealong 

Video Playlist. 

 

 

Watch me demonstrate 

these steps in my part 

six video, available in 

the Makealong Video 

Playlist! 

We’re only making two 

flowers this time to make 

sure we have enough felt 

for other upcoming projects 

in the Makealong. If you 

have leftover felt at the end 

of the Makealong, why not 

come back to this flower to 

add some extra colour to 

your bouquet? 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
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STEP 4: MAKE YOUR FLOWERS! 

Total to make: 2 

For each flower you will need: 

1 x Lily stamen in Grandma’s Garnet 

1 x Lily inner strip in Ocean Kelp  

6 x Lily petals in Old Gold 

6 x Lily petals in Butternut Squash 

3 x Lily leaves in Outdoor Retreat 

1 x wrapped florist wire  

 

Start by shaping the stamen: take the small rectangle of felt and make three equal cuts, around half 

deep, into the width to form four sections. Be careful not to cut all the way through! Now snip into the top 

of each section to form a forked shape: first cut diagonally from one corner to the centre, and then from 

the opposite corner to the centre.  

 

Place a dot of glue at one side of the bottom edge and fix the wire stem in place here, then fold over and 

press down the felt to seal the wire inside.  

Continue gluing along the bottom edge of the strip and roll it up to form the centre of the flower. Take the 

inner strip (OCEAN KELP) and place a dot of glue at one end. Fix it to the flower centre. Now, glue 

along the strip and wrap it around the flower centre.  

 

Place a dot of glue at the bottom, straight edge of one of the OLD GOLD petals. Attach to the flower 

centre, lining up the bottom edge.  

 

 

 

 

Watch me demonstrate 

these steps in my part 

six video, available in 

the Makealong Video 

Playlist! 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0hwUxnmWwRCFBTTseFRZGWZ
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Repeat with two more OLD GOLD petals, to form a layer of three evenly spaced petals. Now add the 

final three OLD GOLD petals in the gaps between these, giving a single layer of six petals around the 

flower centre.  

 

Add a second layer of six petals (this time in BUTTERNUT SQUASH), attaching each petal between two 

petals from the first layer.  

Take one of the leaves and glue along the bottom half. Attach at the base of the flower, between the join 

of two BUTTERNUT SQUASH petals, tucking the bottom of the leaf under the flower. Finish by 

attaching two final leaves, so they are evenly spaced around the flower, each one tucked under the 

base.  

 

Repeat these steps to make your second flower. 

 

 

 

 

 

I’d love to see your finished flowers - share your makes with me on Instagram or Facebook using the 

hashtag #HandmadeFloristMAL and tag me @thehandmadeflorist. 

For more craft tutorials, tips and videos, visit www.thehandmadeflorist.com 
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Cut 12 from Old Gold 

AND 

Cut 12 from Butternut 

Squash 

LILY PETAL 

Cut 6 from 

Outdoor 

Retreat 

Cut 2 from 

Ocean Kelp 

Cut 2 from 

Grandma’s 

Garnet 

LILY LEAF 

LILY INNER STRIP 

LILY 

STAMEN 

Below you can see how I divided up my sheets of Butternut Squash (left) and, Old Gold (right). 
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On this page you can see how I divided up my 

sheets of Grandma’s Garnet (right), Ocean Kelp 

(bottom left) and Outdoor Retreat (bottom right). 


